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Abstract

Black-box optimization problems are ubiquitous and of importance in many crit-
ical areas of science and engineering. Bayesian optimisation (BO) over the past
years has emerged as one of the most successful techniques for optimising expen-
sive black-box objectives. However, efficient scaling of BO to high-dimensional
settings has proven to be extremely challenging. Traditional strategies based on
projecting high-dimensional input data to a lower-dimensional manifold, such as
Variational autoencoders (VAE) and Generative adversarial networks (GAN) have
improved BO performance in high-dimensional regimes, but their dependence on
excessive labeled input data has been widely reported. In this work, we target the
data-greedy nature of deep generative models by constructing uncertainty-aware
task-specific labeled data augmentations using Gaussian processes (GPs). Our
approach outperforms existing state-of-the-art methods on machine learning tasks
and demonstrates more informative data representation with limited supervision.

1 Introduction

Black-box optimization problems are extremely important in many critical areas of science and
engineering including the bio-medical domain, healthcare, molecule generation etc. Black-box
problems imply the absence of the explicit problem formulation, without any access to the model
parameters or gradients and can only be accessed through the black-box evaluations. Bayesian
optimisation (BO) over the past years has emerged as one of the most successful algorithms in this
field of expensive black-box optimization. However, efficient scaling of the Bayesian optimization
approach to high-dimensional settings has proven to be extremely challenging especially when the
black-box function is expensive to evaluate.

The latest work in this field uses the latent space optimization framework in a model-based setting
to address the high dimensionality issue in Bayesian optimization leveraging the power of deep
generative models [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. Deep Generative models like Variational autoencoders (VAE)
[8] and Generative adversarial networks (GANs) [9] provide an immensely powerful approach to
project the high dimensional input data to a lower dimensional manifold. Hence, in the first stage of
the latent space optimization method, the high dimensional input is mapped to a low dimensional latent
space using Variational autoencoders and subsequently BO is performed in this lower dimensional
continuous latent space of the generative models. However, learning the unsupervised generative
model without the possibility to update the learnt feature space during optimization results in non-
discriminative features and subsequently slower convergence. Recent approach [10] tackles the above
problem by implementing a weighted retraining mechanism, assigning more influence to regions
of the latent space with favourable black-box function values in subsequent retraining of the deep
generative models. However, the success of this approach is dependent on the availability of large
amount of initial labelled data and also does not guarantee to produce an optimally discriminating
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latent space because latent points are not grouped according to their function value. [11] proposed a
new method aimed at enhancing the discriminating power of the latent space leveraging the concepts
of deep metric learning [12]. Deep metric learning based VAE BO [11] method outperformed the
previous state of the art, emphasizing that metric learning based representations can enhance the
surrogate model’s ability to generalise to unseen regions of the latent space. However, the performance
of metric learning based approaches are heavily dependent on efficient incorporation of invariances
through prior knowledge and high quality data augmentations without which, their performances
might lack the desired robustness as shown in [13, 14]. The hypothesis highlights the necessity and
importance to learn meaningful data augmentations in order to enhance the sample efficiency of the
VAE BO methods, as also pointed out in [11].

Hence, we try to solve the above mentioned problem by learning black-box task specific data
augmentations with minimal supervision and enhancing the sample efficiency of VAE BO method.
Our problem is especially hard since the explicit formulation for the black-box function is not
present. Also, the task invariant augmentations are unknown which is in contrast with the popular
self-supervised learning methods where the task invariant augmentations are easily identifiable.
Our research presents a surprisingly simple yet effective methodology to extract uncertainty aware
task-specific labelled augmentations leveraging the Gaussian process [15] in an iterative fashion.

We design the distribution of structured augmentations and systematically study the sensitivity of those
augmentations to the task using the response predicted by our surrogate GP model which also predicts
the uncertainty of the response/labels. We iteratively update the augmentation labels and enhance our
dataset for training the generative model with certain and meaningful augmentations. Our uncertainty
aware augmentation approach achieves State of the art results on the MNIST-Norm and Classification
task with significantly low supervision compared to several other state of the art baselines. The
proposed approach highlights the importance of learning task specific data augmentations adding
meaningful data augmentations thereby learning much more informative representations with limited
supervision.

2 Background

We consider the problem of global maximization defined as:

x⋆ = argmax
x∈X

f(x) (1)

with x as the global optimizer of the black box function f(·) : X → R over a high-dimensional and
structured input domain X . Notably, we do not have the analytic form or derivative information
available for f(·) and further it is expensive to evaluate f(·) at chosen input x.

Bayesian Optimization : Bayesian optimization is a powerful tool for globally optimizing black-box
functions [16, 17, 18] that are expensive to evaluate. There are two standard steps for BO : (1)
Training a probabilistic surrogate model to estimate the black-box function and get the corresponding
calibrated uncertainties, usually a Gaussian process (GP); (2) maximising the acquisition function
that trades off exploration and exploitation according to uncertainty estimates derived from the
surrogate model. Once surrogate model is trained, acquisition function recommends new input points
x to evaluate black box function f(x), the existing dataset is augmented with the new input points,
function evaluations and surrogate model is retrained.

Latent Space Bayesian Optimization: In LSO, a low-dimensional data representation is learned with
deep generative model (DGM), such as a variational autoencoder (VAE) or a generative adversarial
network (GAN). VAE model is trained to map low dimensional high dimensional input X to latent
space Z ⊆ Rd. Sample efficient BO is performed in the latent space of VAE which outputs,z∗ inZ .
To evaluate the black box function f(·), z∗ is projected back to original input space x using VAE
decoder.

Latent Space Optimization with Weighted Retraining: LSO involves learning the VAE model
offline without the possibility to update the latent space during the optimization process. This implies
that the new points acquired during LSO can not be used to rectify the learnt latent space and expand
the coverage for feasible regions generated using the VAE decoder. To address this challenge, [10]
proposed a method for efficient black-box optimization over high-dimensional, structured input
spaces, combining latent space optimization with weighted retraining of the VAE model. Weighted
retraining modifies the latent space and uncovers new promising regions in X which the downstream
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optimization algorithm can exploit. However, this method requires a large dataset of labelled data to
train the VAE model and thus, weighted retraining is underwhelming for optimization problems in
limited supervision scenarios.

Deep Metric Learning and High Dimensional Bayesian Optimization :

[11] incorporate the methods from deep metric learning to construct discriminative latent spaces for
VAE Bayesian optimisation. They combined the metric learning loss functions : contrastive and triplet
with VAE training to improve surrogate model’s ability to generalise to unseen regions of the latent
space and consequently improved generalisation performance in downstream Bayesian optimisation.
Further, a semi-supervised scheme is adopted to achieve comparable or better performance compared
to previous methods while using a small fraction of the data. However, even the performance of
metric learning based approaches are dependent on the availability of good amount of data to learn the
necessary invariances without which their performance might lack the desired robustness as pointed
out in [13, 14].

3 Methodology : Learning Uncertainty-aware Black Box Augmentations

Our work aims at enhancing the sample-efficiency of the LSO with weighted retraining method
by learning uncertainty-aware task specific data augmentations in this limited supervision setting.
Incorporating invariances or prior knowledge in the machine learning models via data augmentation
is extremely common and has gained a lot of popularity in the current years especially in limited
supervision and unsupervised settings.

In standard settings, data augmentation refers to creating additional training examples by exploring
the transformations for input data such that the predictions remain unchanged. However, in black
box scenarios, we do not have prior knowledge about the various invariances in the task. Hence,
generating relevant data augmentations becomes non-trivial, which leads us to learn invariances from
the limited available data. Although there are works that aim to learn invariances from the data
using generative models and inverse learning methods like normalizing flows, the majority of such
methods need a large amount of data and knowledge about downstream tasks to learn the invariances.
However, this is in direct contrast with the expensive black box optimization setting as the amount of
labelled data is limited and hence these methods cannot be directly adopted in our setting.

In our work referred to as GP_LCB, we design the distribution of structured augmentations and
systematically study the sensitivity of those augmentations to our black-box task. Since, our inputs are
high-dimensional images, our augmentation set contains augmentation distributions, A, characterized
by translation T (x), rotation R(x) and smoothing S(x), where x ∈ Rd is the input high-dimensional
image. We understand that assuming invariance for the augmentations might be erroneous as we
are unaware of the difference ||f(x)− f(a(x))|| where a ∈ A. We also validate our understanding
through a detailed empirical study as shown in the experimental section. Hence, we leverage the
posterior predictive distribution of the iteratively trained Gaussian process to understand the effect of
the augmentations on the task.

Z = q(X), Zaug = q(a(X)) (2)
P (f∗|Z, Y, Zaug) = N(E[f∗|Z, Y, Zaug], V [f∗|Z, Y, Zaug) (3)

E[f∗|Z, Y, Zaug] = m(Zaug) + k(Zaug, Z)(K + σ2
nI)

−1(Y −m(Z)) (4)

V [f∗|Z, Y, Zaug] = k(Zaug, Zaug)− k(Zaug, Z)(K + σ2
nI)

−1k(Z,Zaug) (5)

E[f∗|Z, Y, Zaug] represents the evaluation on the latent representation of the augmented images
Zaug and V [f∗|Z, Y, Zaug] represents the uncertainty in the prediction. We evaluate our entire
augmentation distribution A with the GP posterior and implement systematic selective augmentation
technique to enhance the dataset for weighted re-training of the generative model (VAE). [10]
demonstrates that we can learn meaningful latent representation using VAE if the generative model
is trained on a distribution that places more probability mass on high-scoring points. Hence, we
sample the augmentations with higher value of the posterior expectation as shown in Eq (2) for
our maximization problem. Our selection strategy also penalizes higher GP posterior variance, as
we want to include the augmentation and the corresponding labels which exhibit higher confidence
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Algorithm 1 Latent Space Weighted Retraining Optimization with Uncertainty-aware Labelled
Augmentations

1: Input: Data D = (xi, f(xi))
N
i=1, query budget M , objective function f(x), latent objective

model h(z), generative/inverse model g(z)/q(x), retrain frequency r, weighting function w(x)

2: Candidate Augmentations: Daug = T (x) ∪R(x) ∪ S(x);Dvae = Dgp = D
3: for 1, . . . ,M/r do
4: Train VAE model with encoder/decoder : g/q on data Dvae weighted by W = {w(x)}x∈Dvae

5: for 1, . . . ,r do
6: Compute latent variables for data Dgp; Z = {z = q(x)}x∈D

7: Compute latent variables for augmentations Daug; Zaug = {z = q(x)}x∈Daug

8: Fit surrogate GP h to Z and D, and optimize h to obtain new latent query point z∗
9: Predictive mean and variance from GP for augmentations, based on uncertainty select z∗aug

10: Obtain corresponding input x∗ = g(z∗), x∗
aug = g(z∗aug)

11: Evaluate f(x∗) and augment data Dgp

12: Evaluate f(x∗
aug) and augment data Dvae

13: end for
14: end for
15: Output: Augmented dataset Dgp

Figure 1: Objective function score on MNIST-Norm task

amongst the complete augmentation set, A along with high objective values. To achieve this, we
incorporate a simple strategy similar to the Lower Confidence Bound (LCB) by computing the
value of E[f∗|Z, Y, Zaug] − V [f∗|Z, Y, Zaug] for Zaug = q(a(X)) which ensures to select the
augmentations a(X), a ∈ A that maximize the objective but with minimal variance. This turns out to
be a significant component in enhancing the performance of our data augmented weighted retraining
method.

4 Experiments and Results

MNIST-Norm || Generate Digits with Minimum Norm Objective function : In this setting, we
consider global minimization of the black box objective function defined as :

x⋆ = argmin
x∈X

|x− xref | (6)

where xref is the chosen reference image. Data used for this task are the normalized images from
MNIST dataset. A low value of the objective function will lead to generating images that are closer
to the reference image.
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Figure 2: Objective function score on MNIST-Classifier task

MNIST-Classifier || Generate Digits with Expected Score objective function: Input to the black
box are the images. We use an image classifier to get the probability distribution over the labels. A
scoring function, modeled as a squared exponential centered at the digit ’3’, returns a score for each
digit. The objective function is the expected score based on the image classifier and scoring function.

We compare our proposed approach with the methodologies mentioned below.

Naive Augment: Naive Augment method is the direct extension of self-supervised augmentation
methods for our black box optimization setting. Here, objective function value for the augmented
input A is same as the original input X . Translate : Consider only translation augmentation T (x)
and corresponding objective function values.

Rotate : Consider only rotation augmentation R(x) and corresponding objective function values.

Baseline: LSO with weighted retraining as described in [10]

To understand the efficacy of our proposed method, we randomly chose to vary the distribution of
initial data for 4 separate optimization runs and further, run all our experiments for 3 different seeds.

For MNIST-Norm task, GP_LCB method clearly outperforms other approaches considered for high
dimensional BO. Notably, in MNIST-Classifier setting, Naive Augment method results in the correct
objective function value for transformed inputs as image classification is invariant to the considered
transformations A . However, GP_LCB method still remains competitive in the limited data setting
even without any explicit information about the black box objective function.

(a) True Objective Function (b) GP Augmentation : Start (c) GP Augmentation : End

Figure 3: Density plot for Labelled augmentations from GP predictions across the high value and the
low value image augmentations
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(a) Reference Image

(b) GP Augmentation : Start

(c) GP Augmentation : Mid

(d) GP Augmentation : End

Figure 4: Top scoring image augmentations from GP predictions

5 Effect of Learning Labelled Augmentations on Optimization

For MNIST-Norm task, we perform the ablation studies to understand the effectiveness of learning
labelled augmentations for high dimensional black box optimization. We are interested in minimiz-
ing equation 6. Thus, high-scoring points will result in low objective function output.

1. Methodology learns to identify high-scoring augmentations : We plot the learnt labelled augmen-
tation values for the high-scoring and the low-scoring image augmentations. As the BO iteration
progresses, our method shows success in discriminating between high-scoring and the low-scoring
image augmentations.
2. Inspecting high-scoring augmentations : We plot the top-scoring augmentation from our method
for three iterations: starting, mid and the end of the optimization. We note, our method augments
the VAE training with high-scoring augmentations as the optimization progresses. This causes the
feasible region to extend to high-scoring points, enabling the optimization to find better points as the
optimization continues.

6 Conclusion and Discussion

The high dimensionality of the input feature space has been one of the most critical problems
in Bayesian optimization while solving black-box optimization problems. The criticality further
increases when the black box function is extremely expensive to evaluate. We propose a simplistic
methodology to tackle the above problem and generate task-specific labelled augmentations using
Gaussian processes (GP) and enhance the sample-efficiency of the VAE-BO LSO methods. Our
uncertainty aware label-augmented weighted re-training method demonstrates superior performance
in extremely limited supervision scenarios as shown in the experiments even starting with 20 data-
points in standard classification settings. Our approach directs towards a very important direction of
learning task-specific data augmentations in limited supervision scenarios.

The experimental results indicate that incorporating invariances without understanding the effect
of such invariances can hinder the performance on the downstream task and delay the convergence
significantly. Also, our research highlights the importance of uncertainty estimation and calibration
while performing data augmentation in limited supervision scenarios. As a part of our future work,
we plan to incorporate the aspects of the VAE uncertainty as shown in [19] and metric VAE BO [11]
along with the GP posterior variance to improve the quality of augmentations. We would also like to
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extend our method for real world challenging tasks with non-image inputs, namely chemical design
[20, 21] and expression reconstruction [22].
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